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Term:

Mind

Quote:

To begin with the psychologists have not yet made it clear what Mind is. I do
not mean its substratum; but they have not even made it clear what a psychical
phenomenon is. Far less has any notion of mind been established and generally
acknowledged which can compare for an instant in distinctness to the
dynamical conception of matter. Almost all the psychologists still tell us that
mind is consciousness. But to my apprehension Hartmann has proved
conclusively that unconscious mind exists. What is meant by consciousness is
really in itself nothing but feeling. Gay and Hartley were quite right about that;
and though there may be, and probably is, something of the general nature of
feeling almost everywhere, yet feeling in any ascertainable degree is a mere
property of protoplasm, perhaps only of nerve matter. Now it so happens that
biological organisms, and especially a nervous system are favorably
conditioned for exhibiting the phenomena of mind also; and therefore it is not
surprising that mind and feeling should be confounded. But I do not believe that
psychology can be set to rights until the importance of Hartmann’s argument is
acknowledged, and it is seen that feeling is nothing but the inward aspect of
things, while mind on the contrary is essentially an external phenomenon. The
error is very much like that which was so long prevalent that an electrical
current moved through the metallic wire; while it is now known that that is just
the only place from which it is cut oﬀ, being wholly external to the wire. Again,
the psychologists undertake to locate various mental powers in the brain; and
above all consider it as quite certain that the faculty of language resides in a
certain lobe; but I believe it comes decidedly nearer the truth (though not really
true) that language resides in the tongue. In my opinion it is much more true
that the thoughts of a living writer are in any printed copy of his book than that
they are in his brain.
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